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We present a data transformation \cite{1} and compression method based on decomposition of input stream into multiple streams of counters of passes through individual nodes of the specific binary tree. The streams are coded separately – using methods that can compress them best. The use of multiple streams has given the method its name: multistream compression (MC). The method differs from other models based on splitting data into different streams by the fact that in this case the streams do not contain symbols, but counters.

Compression is quite complex and requires multiple passes. First the file is scanned to get frequencies and positions of first occurrences of individual symbols. The frequencies and positions are used to build binary tree. In the second pass the tree is traversed from root to leaf representing the read symbol. During the traversal the counters in each visited node are increased and some of them are written into node-specific streams. These streams are then analyzed and a best-suited method for their compression (like Elias codes and other integer encodings) is selected. In the third pass the counters from the streams are coded, merged, and written into the final output stream by the way which allows efficient streamable decompression.

Decompression is much simpler: the input contains information necessary for reconstruction of the binary tree used for stream separation/collection and data of the streams merged in proper order to generate the original message. The decompression is therefore single pass and requires less computing power and less space than the compression does.

We have tested the method alone and in combination with other transformations BWT, MTF, and RLE. As a test set we have used files from Silesia corpus. All the combinations started with BWT and MTF. Then RLE and Huffman coding or RLE and arithmetic coding, or MC were used. The last combination of transformations was the most successful: in overall by 0.2 or 0.18 bpc. Also in compression of individual files the last combination had always the best compression ratio of the three mentioned combinations.

The other domain is the compression of AC and DC parts of signal in JPEG images. According our simple tests it is possible to compress them better using the new method than by Huffman or arithmetic coding as it is common. Using MC in codecs (instead Huffman or arithmetic coding) is seems hopeful.
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